Kawasaki 750 spectra

Gone was all of the bright, shiny stuff, with polished alloy and sparkly chrome conspicuously
absent. Instead there was gold-striped red and black paint on the gas tank, fenders and side
panels. The engine cases were covered with a protective gold-colored oxide layer, as were the
seven-spoke cast wheels. Even the grab bar at the rear of the saddle kept up the golden look.
Impressive, especially when cruising down Main Street around midnight, as it gave off a mildly
dangerous image. Adding to the mystery were the black-chrome header pipes and short,
megaphone style mufflers, providing an admittedly mild bark. This was the Spectre. Like Ninja,
Katana, Nighthawk, and my favorite, Midnight Viragoâ€”which could mean either a
bad-tempered woman or a female warrior. It was a rather benign flanking maneuver, as most
people appreciated that the owner, not the factory, created a true custom. Its first effort at
customizing was the LTD version of a KZ, with cast wheels and a stepped saddleâ€”that
two-level saddle was seen as a key to cruiser styling. The sales were moderately successful,
and in the Big K offered both a LTD and the Spectreâ€”whose main selling point was mostly its
paint. It being good economics to use the same engine in as many models as possible,
Kawasaki had four models using the cc double-overhead camshaft in-line four, with the
super-sporty GPz R1, the sporty E, the custom H LTD and the super-custom N Spectre.
Curiously, the Spectre engine was the same as that on the GPz, rated at some 80 horsepower,
while the E and the LTD had about five fewer ponies. The Spectre would be a performance
custom, intended to challenge the Harley Shovelheads. The major advantage of a shaft-driven
rear wheel is that maintenance all but disappears. And occasionally fill it up with gas. The Yanks
also wanted comfort, and large, soft saddles were bolted on. On the Spectre the saddle was
relatively comfy, while the ergonomics were not. Since maximum torque came on at 6, rpm,
though, there was no need to go up to the 9, redline. The front fork had 36mm tubes, more than
6 inches of travel and rubber gaitersâ€”very un-custom. And the fork was air-assisted, with a
single fitting going to both legs. The hot-rod riders found that the fork was a bit skinny for
bouncing along a rough road, but fine for urban pavement. The rear Kayaba twin-shock
suspension also had air-adjustability, conveniently done by lifting the flip-up saddle. The shock
absorbers also had adjustable damping, with four different positions, prompting many
discussions and arguments about the proper combination. In accordance with the styling, the
upper spring covers on the shocks were anodized gold. However, rubber gaiters at the bottom,
again as uncool as could be imagined, covered the springs. Rake and trail had been altered over
the standard KZ, along with a considerably longerâ€”by 2. This did add a slight increase in
stability in a straight line, but caused it to lack the quick-cornering agility of the original. No
mind, as the designers felt the buyers would be intent on city streets rather than winding roads.
The shiniest objects on the Spectre were the three stainless steel discs that provided excellent
braking. Wheels were certainly not intended for the road-racing crowd, with a incher in the front,
16 at the back. But good acceleration, intended for stoplight drags, was very useful to have. At a
strip, without a police car around the corner, a good rider could exceed mph in This is why it
had the GPz engine, to impress the wheelie guys. Talk of the town was the Spectre.
Unfortunately, it appeared just as our economy descended into a serious recession; by the end
of more than 10 percent of American workers were unemployed. To give a more motorcycle
view of what was happening at that time, in Kawasaki had 30 different models on the showroom
floor; in there were less than a dozen. I recently purchased a KZ in running condition. I have all
three spectres and they are slightly modified. I enjoy ridding them especially the which spots a
6 speed tranny. Wishing Kawasaki would bring them back in modern and limited run edition.
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the fun is the way they look. Presently looks come in three variations; standard, which is the
median, normal bars-seat-tank-pegs; sports, with low bars, semi-rearseat pegs and something
resembling racer profile; and cruiser, with high pull-back bars, stepped seat, small tank and fat
rear tire. These schools of design imply certain ideas, for instance that the cruiser buyer isn't
concerned with performance, the touring man never sneaks a glance at his reflection in the
store window, etc. Kawasaki knows better, and as proof they've come out with the Spectre;
cruiser looks, some high performance features as seen on sports bikes, and features like shaft
drive, air-adjustable suspension and rubber engine mounts like those on the better touring
machines. The Spectre is the latest in a family of Kawasaki s that began with the standard KZ,
grew with the fat-tired, high-riser LTD, and got faster with the super sports GPz Chrome is
conspicuously absent. The gas tank, side covers and fenders are black with deep maroon
panels outlined in gold. The carburetors, airbox, cylinders, headlight shell, mirrors, control
pods, levers and footpeg supports are painted black. The exhaust pipes and handlebars are
black chrome. The fork stanchion tubes and rear shock shafts are hidden by black rubber
covers. The wheels, fork sliders, shock covers, engine cases and cylinder head, even the metal
strip in the middle of the passenger grab bar, are painted gold. Sides of the wheel rims are
natural aluminum and the brake discs are the silver of stainless steel but everything else seems
to be black or gold. The seat is stepped, the bars rise up and swoop back, the pegs are forward
and the taillight perches on a bobbed rear fender. The leading axle forks look longer than they
are and in combination with the fat in. There's no mistaking the Spectre for a standard KZ The
differences result from, and go beyond, the styling. The leading axle forks lengthen the
wheelbase, from the KZ's The Spectre's front tire is thus taller and the rear tire is shorter. The
engineers took the opportunity of giving the Spectre tapered roller bearings for the steering
head and swing arm pivot while the KZ gets by with ball bearings, but otherwise the two frames
are alike. But, because of the tire heights, the Spectre has The suspension is changed, too. The
air forks are connected through a pipe running from one side of the top triple clamp to the
other, so pressure is added at one fitting, not two. The rear shocks are air adjustable through a
single fitting located underneath the flip-up, locking seat, and shock rebound damping has four
settings. The Spectre has more rear wheel travel, too, 3. Front wheel travel stays at 6. The
brakes are the same all around, dual discs up front and a single disc in the rear. The differences
in wheels, tires, tank capacities, etc. Weighing each machine with half a tank of fuel shows the
KZ and its 4 6 gal. The Spectre carrying half its 3. The GPz has a 5. The drive conversion for the
Four is straightforward. The shaft is driven off the engine countershaft by bevel gears located in
an adaptor unit bolted to the cases. There's a set of universal joints between the bevel gears
and the main section of the driveshaft, and a ring and pinion gearset at the rear wheel. There are
two pairs of gears involved in getting power from the engine countershaft to the rear wheel one
set at each end of the shaft instead of the two sprockets used on the standard KZ, and the final
reduction ratio is slightly higher for the Spectre. But the Spectre's in. Internal transmission and
primary reduction ratios are the same for all three Kawasaki models, as are the basic engine
specifications. It is a dohc Four with two valves per cylinder and bore and stroke of 66 x 54mm.
Displacement is cc and the crankshaft rides in plain bearings. The dual camshafts are driven by
a link-plate cam chain with automatic tensioner. Cam lobes act directly upon bucket-style
tappets with lash adjusting shims located underneath, between each tappet and valve stem.
Ignition is transistorized electronic. The engine is electric start only no kickstarter. There may
be some gamesmanship here. The Spectre has most of the engine changes first seen on the
GPz. The cylinder head has smaller combustion chambers, which raises the compression ratio
to 9. The Spectre engine shares GPz camshafts. They have the same timing and lift, as the KZ
models, but the cam lobes are fatter in the middle. They open the valves at a faster rate, which
means the valves spend more time open, so to speak, and that gives more time and space for

the mixture to come in and the exhaust to go out. The result is more torque, and better
acceleration in the mid-range. To reduce friction the pistons have thinner rings, 1. The Spectre
has 34mm CV Keihins. Nor are Spectre heads given the hand porting seen on the GPz. For
engine insurance the Spectre engines have an oiling jet built into the intake side of each
connecting rod, a tiny hole fed by the main bearing and designed to squirt oil up to the
underside of the piston dome. The stream of oil cools the piston domes. The engine is rubber
mounted at the frontâ€”just like the GPzâ€”to reduce vibration reaching the rider but rigidly
mounted at the rear to keep the engine firmly in position relative to the swing arm pivot, an
important handling consideration. This is a smooth motorcycle. Images in the mirrors are sharp
at 65 mph, and there isn't any buzz in the handlebars. The rubber mounts are to thank for that.
Besides being smooth, the Spectre's engine is responsive and powerful. The Spectre gets down
the dragstrip with an elapsed time we were tempted to use the normal "E. That's slower than the
GPz's Despite Kawasaki's claims, it's plain from the dragstrip results that the Spectre makes
less power than both a GPz and a standard KZ It's likely that the Spectre exhaust system has
something to do with that; perhaps the combination of carburetors, unported cylinder head,
GPZ cams and c. The figures don't illustrate the Spectre's excellent powerbandâ€”shared with
the GPzâ€”which makes it one of the most practical and useful s in traffic and around town. The
Spectre doesn't need a lot of rpm to leave a stop or to take advantage of a hole in traffic.
Instead, there's always power, and more rpm just means there's more power. The same is true
on the highwayâ€”the Spectre easily pulls out and passes slower vehicles without a downshift.
The bike gets pretty good mileage, too, 53 mpg, although the smallish tank demanded by the
cruiser genre means that range-to-reserve is a less-than-spectacu-lar mi. Turn up the throttle
with blasts to 80 mph and significant time spent at 70 mph, and range-to-reserve drops to mi.
That's still respectable. The Keihin CVs on the Spectre work better than the Mikunis on the GPz
we tested in the March issue, lacking flat spots and responding well enough on full choke to
allow fast getaways after cold starts. There isn't any hint of a surge at steady, low-rpm
runningâ€”such as encountered threading one's way through rush-hour traffic jams. The
air-adjustable suspension inspires praise as well. With air pressure at both ends set at minimum
7 psi front, 21 psi rear the ride is cush and compliant without bottoming, for an average-sized
solo rider. The maximum recommended fork air pressure is 10 psi, with 43 psi maximum
recommended rear shock pressure. Kawasaki suggests increasing air pressure for heavier
loads such as two-up riding and for rough roads. Air pressure can also be used to increase ride
height and reduce front end dive under braking, making the bike useful for wild-eyed canyon
riding. The changes in air pressure actually make some difference. Experimentation shows 20
psi in the forks and 50 psi in the shocks is best for high-performance riding. We liked the rear
shock rebound damping on the lowest position for normal street use and the stiff est position
for determined riding. While the Kawasaki's adjustable air pressures allows it to suit a variety of
riders, loads and riding conditions, the seat won favor only with one, tall, staffer. The men under
6-ft. The passenger pegs are too far rearward to offer an alternative to the footpeg position so
most riders had to live with it. Even the tallest rider said the bars are too high and too close. For
the most part this is just styling; the bars give the upright posture favored on the boulevards
and fatiguing for hours on the open road unless the bike is fitted with a windshield or fairing.
There is at least a possible fix here The Spectre's bars are the round kind, fastened to the top
triple clamp in the normal way. This means they can be traded for lower, shorter, whatever bars
the owner wants. True, this will leave cables and wires to be tucked away or strapped down or
replaced with standard KZ versions, but at least the owner has a choice. The GPz's sporting low
bars clip to the stanchion tubes and if you don't like them, tough. What the factory installs is all
you get. The Spectre gives away little in handling, at high or low speeds, to its rivals in the
shaft-drive class. It's stable in fast, bumpy sweepers that send the. Honda Magna into a weave.
The chain-drive Kawasaki LTD will cover ground faster because the chain doesn't raise and
lower the bike the way the Spectre's shaft does when the throttle is snapped open or shut, but a
skilled rider can push the Spectre to its road limits without fear. Less enthusiastic riders found
themselves constrained by the upright position and the leverage of the bars and thus didn't get
close to the limits. At any rate speeds didn't bring out any hidden flaws or surprises. In town the
Spectre's fat rear tire reacted to rain grooves more than we've experienced recently, and on
slow turns, for instance right-angle city streets, the bike begins to fall inward. This could be
reaction to the position: the higher you are, the more you move sideways per degree of lean.
The driveshaft intrudes on the street at times. A rider can't be sloppy with the throttleâ€”in
either directionâ€”without the slack coming up as a lurch or rise or fall of the rear end. It can be
allowed for, and after several days using the Spectre to commute, one rider reported that he had
adapted and wasn't trouble
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d by the characteristic. And no one complained about the Spectre's brakes, which hauled the
bike down in ft. Dogleg levers made it easy to work the clutch and front brake, and the
automatic turn signal canceller benefitted the forgetful. The canceller turns off the signal after 4.
The nice touches and extra horsepower and shaft drive add up to an appealing motorcycle for
the rider who wants cruiser styling. The bike works well, so well that it endeared itself even to
staff members who prefer racebike styling. Home Manufacturer Contact. Source Cycle Kawasaki
Z N Spectre. Make Model. Four stroke, transverse four cylinder, DOHC, 2 valve per cylinder.
Bore x Stroke. Cooling System. Air cooled. Compression Ratio. Max Power. Max Torque. Final
Drive. Front Suspension. Front Wheel Travel. Rear Suspension. Dual Showa shocks, air
pressure adjustable preload and rebound. Rear Wheel Travel. Front Brakes. Rear Brakes. Single
mm disc 1 piston caliper. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Fuel Capacity. Top Speed.

